The commonest reason for going to school is to have a secured future; Get a noble job with your degree, have good work environment, access to better healthcare, good retirement package etc. This applies not only to Nigerians but also to people all over the world. I didn't know why I went to school as a kid but when I started making friends in primary school, going to school was like a must cos of my friends...anyways I knew the purpose of going through school in secondary school which helped in deciding what I wanted for my life. I like. Re: Why Do We Go To School? by yomi007k(m): 2:20am On Sep 30, 2014. I went to school cos my daddy said I should. School environment is a great place to learn how to make money. School is fun where you watch football matches: Conclusion on why do we have to go to school? When I was in school, I didn’t recognize reading personal development books as a priority, I always said I don’t have time, I have a lot of assignment, notes to read and projects to do but one day, READ MORE: How do you spell 50 (fifty or fivety). I came across a quote in my friend’s phone that says, "Reading personal development books is a priority, will it add value to you?" Sometimes you can leave the comfort of your room to go outside and watch a football match just to get that feeling and that vibe. So with this few things, your stay in school is not in vain. often getting up at five o'clock in the morning for a dance less before school. That can't have much fun! Upgrade to remove adverts. The head teacher is going to punish us for being late for class. of. Ronald Jennings, you have been found guilty. murder. This made him think about why, and he realised he explain it using maths. which. Alexander Fleming discovered penicillin, was the first antibiotic. Read Jamie Parker poem: Why do we go to school? We have to learn we have to strive harder. We have to learn We have to strive harder We have to go to school School can be fun For some people! I find it fun I find it bad I know a guy who was whipped at his school That was my dad!) So be lucky with have fair schools now And not green liver for lunch Like my mum had!) Honestly! Be cool and calm Or you'll find yourself In the headmasters palm So be lucky with have fair schools now. Read More. Jamie Parker. Wednesday, February 23, 2005. Download image of this poem. Report this poem. School fun green people. Read this poem in other languages. This poem has not been transla Poems about school might include Just a Normal Girl and Getting Dressed For School. These poems are sometimes used to help students remember certain lessons in school. Why do students have to study poems at school? Poems come in handy in any time and any place so students have to study poems at school. Emily. What does allan ahberg's likes and dislikes? Likes poems about school ,writing poems about school dislikes he doesn't have any from what I know. What work did shakespeare do at school? D. H. Watt has written: "Poems on the Manitoba school question" -- subject(s): Poetry, Manitoba school question, Separate school question. What are the different kinds of poems you can write? you can write limerick poems, ballad poems.